King quad 500

The legacy of the iconic KingQuad remains fresh and exciting, and is ready for you to join its
history. Each model is easy to ride on any terrain with the capabilities that only a KingQuad
possesses. Bold, angular styling, and a relaxed riding position. Generous towing capacity, fully
independent suspension, and easy to ride on any terrain. Wide range of accessories lets you set
up your KingQuad for any mission. The powerful cc, SOHC, single-cylinder, liquid-cooled,
four-stroke engine is tuned to produce a wide powerband with strong top-end power. The
engine also features a balancer shaft for smooth operation. The compact four-valve cylinder
head has large intake valves and straight intake ports for superb cylinder charging efficiency.
Screw and nut valve lash adjusters simplify maintenance. A lightweight aluminum cylinder uses
SCEM Suzuki Composite Electrochemical Material coating for excellent heat transfer and ring
sealing, resulting in superb combustion chamber efficiency. Advanced Suzuki Fuel Injection
improves throttle response and fuel efficiency while delivering power consistently across the
full rev-range, and improves engine starting in all conditions. High-capacity aluminum radiator
with large diameter, thermostatically-controlled cooling fan provides stable engine operating
temperature. Its advanced engine-braking system minimizes free-wheeling with the throttle off
and helps control the vehicle during steep descents. A compact torque-sensing limited-slip
front differential offers potent traction plus light steering. A differential-lock system provides
serious 4WD traction. An override button on the left handlebar can be used to override the
normal speed limiter when getting out of mud. This permits higher, more comfortable
handlebars to be used. The bold, angular bodywork features high-clearance fenders that offer
great protection for the rider from flying debris. Refined panels simplify maintenance needs,
such as oil level checks and fuel and air filter service. Independent double A-arm front
suspension 6. A large diameter rear stabilizer bar with compliant bushings helps control body
movement while reducing shocks to the rider. The dual hydraulic front disc brakes combine
high-friction brake pad material, fluid lines, and a lever ratio to provide optimal braking
performance. High traction inch Carlisle tires are mounted on strong steel wheels with a
durable, powder-coated matte-black finish. Suzuki's plush T-shaped seat delivers rider mobility
during spirited or difficult terrain riding. Polyethylene skid plates provide protection with
minimal resistance over rocks and rough terrain. Durable plastic guards protect the front and
rear half shafts. The watt handlebar-mounted headlight illuminates the trail in the direction you
are steering the ATV. Dual watt headlights with high and low settings are part of the KingQuad's
distinctive bodywork. Winch-ready mounts and wire conduit make winch installation simple.
The multi-function instrument panel has improved appearance and visibility and provides
service reminders based on running time or mileage. The instrumentation includes LCD
readouts for speedometer, odometer, twin trip meter, hour meter, clock, fuel level, driving range,
and drive mode. High-output, three-phase charging system feeds an amp maintenance-free
battery for abundant power for easy starting and accessory use. A sealed 12V accessory outlet
is standard. The large 4. It includes a vacuum-operated petcock and a ratchet-style filler cap
which prevents overtightening so it can be easily unscrewed for refilling. A large 4. The 2. The
rugged steel-tube cargo racks have wrinkle paint finish for durability and scratch resistance.
Full floorboards with integrated raised footpegs provide protection. A variety of Suzuki Genuine
Accessories are available, including winches, windshield, front and rear bumpers, a
quick-release snow plow, aluminum skid pans, rack extensions, utility box and more. You are
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The destination might be the same, but you can get there in a multitude of different ways.
Suzuki is a Japanese company, going back to , but the KingQuad line is assembled in Rome,
Georgia, from parts that arrive from everywhere. The frame and bodywork are American, the
motor is Japanese and many components arrive from other locations in Asia. The thought pro
cess behind the Suzuki goes back to the first four-wheel ATV back in The motor is a
single-overhead-cam, liquid-cooled four-valver. The KingQuad has four-wheel independent
suspension using double A-arms all the way around. Polaris is an American company, and the

motor is made in Wisconsin. Assembly and chassis construction for Polaris products now
comes out of several different plants, including ones in Wisconsin, Iowa and Monterrey, Mexico.
The Sportsman is kind of car-ish, with its unified brakes and MacPherson-strut front
suspension. The engine starts with the key like a car, and even the stick shift is on the right like
a car. The motor is a breakthrough for Polaris. The Suzuki has a belt-and-pulley-style CV
transmission, which is a feature that comes directly from the snowmobile world. And the Polaris
motor looks like something that would power a Japanese motorcycle. The is the more
price-conscious of the two. The luggage racks, for example, are steel on the Suzuki and plastic
on the Polaris. The MacPherson-strut suspension on the Polaris is generally considered less
expensive to produce than the double A-arms on the front of the KingQuad. Most significantly,
Suzuki is lighter by about 70 pounds. In front, that plastic rack conceals a large storage bin.
Both machines have bumper-mounted headlights for night riding, but the Polaris also has a
handlebar-mounted headlight. In this age of mega quads, class horsepower might sound a little
tame, but in truth, both have more than enough. Steep hills are no issue, and top speed is in the
high mph range. Which is more powerful? Most of the power advantage is at the low end of the
scale. Overall, handling is a more complicated call. The Suzuki uses its weight advantage well in
tight canyons and extreme conditions. It responds to body English and feels more manageable
when you have to climb big rocks and deal with off-camber hillsides. In demanding situations,
the Suzuki also gives its rider more self-determination. The Polaris, on the other hand, is more
fun at speed. It has more weight bias on the front wheels, and that makes it easy to turn. Our
test unit was equipped with power steering, so there was no issue with heavy steering at any
speed; it simply went where you pointed it. The rear would step out predictably and smoothly.
With power steering, the front end is more secure in straight lines. In turns, the Suzuki requires
the rider to lean forward to make the front bite. The rear tires, on the other hand, always find
good traction, and that makes speedway- style slides more difficult. For long days of riding,
comfort is the big factor. The Suzuki has the edge here. The seat is thick and has a T shape to
allow the rider to sit off-center when the situation demands. The KingQuad also vibrates and
rattles less. Like we said, Polaris is rocking the boat with this kind of pricing. We like that kind
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password will be e-mailed to you. Make Suzuki. Model King Quad AXi 4x4. The AXi offers plenty
of class-leading features and its fuel-injected cc engine gives the AXi exceptional performance.
Independent front and rear suspension; a QuadMatic CVT-type automatic transmission; locking
front differential; and a host of other valuable features place the KingQuad AXi at the front of
the pack. Available in Realtree Hardwoods HD enhanced finish. Engine Features A powerful cc,
SOHC, single-cylinder, liquid-cooled, four-stroke engine was designed for a wide powerband
with strong top-end power. Its cylinder is canted forward for a lower center of gravity, reduced
engine height and lower seat height. The engine also features a counterbalancer shaft for

smooth operation. The KingQuad AXi has a compact 4-valve cylinder head with large intake
valves and straight intake ports for increased cylinder charging efficiency. A lightweight
aluminum cylinder bore is electro-plated with Suzuki's own race proven SCEM Suzuki
Composite Electrochemical Material for improved heat transfer and tighter piston clearance. A
high capacity aluminum radiator with large diameter cooling fan provides stable engine
operating temperature. Its advanced engine-braking system minimizes free-wheeling with the
throttle off and helps control the vehicle during steep descents. A compact torque-sensing
limited-slip front differential offers more powerful traction plus light steering effort. A
differential-lock system provides serious four-wheel-drive traction. A convenient
handlebar-mounted push-button controls allow the rider to easily select between 2WD, 4WD and
differential-lock 4WD to get the right setting for any traction condition. An Override switch on
the left handlebars can be used to override the norm Chassis Features Independent double
A-arm front suspension 7. LOW miles. Fully serviced with warranty. Wheels, LB Warn Winch!
Ready For Winter! Only miles, serviced with warranty. Comes with winch and Swisher dump
bucket. Low miles, just serviced with warranty. Great selection of pre-owned ATV's, all makes
and models. New inventory arriving daily. Lawrenceville, GA. Alamo Heights, TX. Fairbury, IL.
Eaton, NH. Greenwood, IN. Waterford, MI. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save
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Submit Cancel. Your horse used to be your hunting partner in any Western backdrop and still is
when the country is too rugged for a wheeled approach. This icon of the West is slowly being
put to pasture, but another horse has taken its place with an explosive transition. These modern
steeds do have some benefits over the four-legged ATVs of the past. You can move them easily
via a trailer or in your truck. They traverse country faster. This sporty model is big enough to
haul elk quarters from a backcountry trailhead, yet small enough to zip through the tightest
quarters in whitetail timber. You can easily load it into the back of your truck to move it quickly
to another location and yes, you never have to scoop manure. Would you expect anything less
from Suzuki, the original inventor of the 4-wheel ATV? The KingQuad AXi happened into my fall
hunting camp this season and I was able to put it through a series of paces. My initial testing
took place in the beginnings of fall during the archery elk season at an elevation above 7, feet.
Despite daytime temperatures in the 60s, mornings oftentimes saw frost and during later hunts
temperatures oftentimes plummeted to the teens. Nevertheless, the electric start spun the
engine to life easily. Even during January slumps of below zero temperatures, the Suzuki was
eager to start. My elk hunts took the KingQuad to elevations above 8, feet and later whitetail
hunts plummeted to the prairies of the Great Plains where 1, feet was often the norm. Even with
these variable elevations, the electronic fuel injection system made sure the cc, liquid-cooled
engine operated smoothly. Power availability was instantaneous with increasing pressure on
the throttle lever. The initial zip was followed by a top-end surprise when I needed to scoot
down a road to beat the sunrise. The four stroke, liquid-cooled, 4 valve engine is situated
around an OHC single cylinder. Speed was no issue and neither was loading down the ATV with
deboned meat or several treestands. You hardly felt the weight. In fact, the KingQuad comes
with a towing option and a rating to pull 1, pounds in an attached trailer. The KingQuad 4-stroke
engine channels its power through an automatic, variable ratio V-belt transmission with an
immediate transfer from throttle commands. Plus, if you hit deep snow or mud you can flick into
4-wheel without letting off the throttle to engage. All in all, I found no issues with the gear ratios
and trail power on the KingQuad Suzuki understands those issues and tames the trail for all
riders with a new, stronger chassis that provides a ground-up approach to a better ride. The
front includes a double A-arm suspension with 6. To take those surprise potholes Suzuki has
added larger diameter, gas-charged shocks with 5-way, spring-load adjustment. The rear also
includes double A-arm design with I-beam suspension and 7. The rear, larger diameter,
gas-charged shocks also allow you 5-way, spring-load adjustment. If you bottom out this
machine you probably need to slow it down a bit. Going up and down the mountains means
braking at numerous corners, cliffs and to slow down in vertical trail settings. Front braking is
accentuated with new dual, hydraulic front disc brakes. They are backed up in the rear with a
sealed, multi-brake system in a clutch-type design. A newly designed foot braking lever also
ensures you find the brake and employ it with guaranteed stopping power. Suzuki equips its
KingQuad with a 4. And is the case with most DIY, public-land hunts, you need to follow the
same phrase that the early bird gets the worm. I always left out of camp hours before dawn and
returned well after dark. This meant relying on the single handlebar headlamp backed up by two
fender-mounted lights. Whether it was illuminating a bovine resting in the dark on the road or
helping me dodge an errant elk, I never felt I needed more in the lighting department while
navigating backcountry byways after sunset. Suzuki backs its quality construction with a
month, unlimited mileage warranty that does, of course, have a few limits. Nevertheless, expect

a quality product that is produced in Georgia by American craftsmen and women. It turned out
to be the best hunting partner I had this past fall. Mark is the whitetail columnist for North
American Hunter, the backyard whitetail bowhunting columnist for Bowhunt America magazine
and is a regular contributor for many other outdoor publications. Each year Mark spends nearly
six months in the field hunting big game, predators and small game. During the off-season Mark
retreats to his small ranch nestled at the foothills of the Bighorn Mountains in Wyoming to
spend time with his family. For more information about his outdoor adventures, visit You must
be logged in to post a comment. Mark Kayser. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged
in to post a comment. Both machines have a proven track record of being durable, backed up
by a number of viewer comments through the years. So, which KingQuad interests you most?
Or, is it the ? Also, both the KingQuad and share virtually identical chassis, suspension, brakes,
bodywork, etc. For , Suzuki beefed up the frames, mildly improving suspension and handling
with updated shocks, and added a revised sway bar. A two-inch hitch receiver boosted towing
capacity by lbs. Suzuki brought back the handlebar mounted headlight pod with an updated
instrument display, on-board storage was increased by 4 liters, plus more small updates were
shared across both models. Both machines received new fuel mapping to meet EPA standards.
New fuel mapping and clutching resulted in a small improvement in overall engine performance
in the , which also benefits from a new oil jet in the crankcase to lubricate the underside of the
Pictor for improved cooling, lubrication, and durability. You can watch our tests of both the
KingQuad and for complete details and detailed reviews of both machines. Essentially, the
engines are about the only thing separating these two ATVs. It features a four-valve,
single-overhead cam design. The displaces cc with a bore and stroke of x 85mm. It features a
more complex four-valve, double-overhead-cam head design. Both engines have a 9. Both
Quads have CVT transmissions with high and low ranges, plus neutral and reverse.
Discriminating ATV enthusiasts typically prefer a standard two-wheel drive, four-wheel drive
setup with a lockable front differential, the type of drive system featured on both the KingQuad
and According to the California Air Research Bureau, the produces The produces just under
50hp. Sharing a beefed up chassis and suspension with new gas-charged shocks feature 5-way
preload adjustment. The dual A-Arm front ends feature 6. Braking is handled by standard
hydraulic disc brakes front and a low-maintenance, sealed, multi disc system rear. Towing
capacity is identical at 1, lbs, as is the capacity of their steel racks at 66 lbs front and lbs rear.
Both machines also feature For our little friendly rivalry, we had Pat Collins, in his brand new
Fly Racing F gear, ride both machines back to back on the same sections of trail. We let the
KingQuads take turns towing each other around, and finished with a short timed moto for both
machines. Starting both machines, the consistently seemed to spark to life a little more quickly.
The seems to emit a bit less vibration at idle or on the gas. Comparing engine performance,
there is no denying that the puts out more torque and horsepower. Both machines accelerated
smoothly and predictably from a dead stop and their transmissions seemed to do equally well at
keeping power available on demand. Cruising the trail, we could ride either machine happily
without complaint or any great bias. The slightly more vibration prone seems a bit quieter due
to the fact that it operates at a lower RPM seemingly all of the time. While you might expect the
larger to burn that much more fuel, its lower RPM operation should make it more competitive
with the when it comes to fuel mileage. Suzuki made a step forward for , improving the handling
and suspension characteristics of both machines. The front shocks are now notably a bit firmer
than the rear shocks. The front end compresses less on g-outs and under braking. The higher
riding front end makes steering and handling a little more predictable any time the front end is
under load with no serious complaints of oversteer from our test riders on the models.
Excessive roll from the lightweight, uninspiring Carlisle tires holds both machines back in the
turns. If handling performance at more than a casual pace matters to you, both machines would
benefit greatly from a tire swap. Steering accuracy, handling, and suspension performance are
virtually identical: although, on smaller, uneven bumps and ripples in the trail, we found the
slightly better at absorb bumps and keeping the tires tracking with the terrain under throttle.
Cruising along, suspension is pretty much identical. Charging hard, the gets the edge. Again,
curb weights are within 11 lbs with identical towing capacities. Braking performance is
essentially equal on both machines. Wrapping up our test, we sent Pat on a quick run out to the
end of his property and back on each machine. He climbed over a jump section on his
motocross track, ripped through a high-speed section, crossed the bridge at the end of the
property, and then raced back on a somewhat twisty trail. The went first with a time of The was
respectably close at If Pat had run his larger hills as part of the loop, the gap would have been
bigger. On paper, the appears just as capable as the when it comes to getting work done. For a
hunting machine, casual trail rider, rental fleet, Construction Company, or large farmer with
tractors or other larger machinery to work with, the slightly more economical makes a lot of

sense. The price of an exhaust and fuel controller for the would eat up a lot of the difference in
price between the two machines. While very similar machines, we feel the KingQuad and are
definitely better suited to two different types of rider. Riding both machines back to back helped
us decide which machine would be a better fit for us and, hopefully, it will help you make a more
educated buying decision as well. If you have any other questions regarding either of these
machines, please leave us a comment and check out our individual Test videos of the and for
more in-depth reviews. Tags: comparison , kingquad , kingquad , shootout , suzuki , test , video.
About the Author. Towing capacity has been boosted to kg and now features a receiver type
trailer hitch as standard. Steering has never been easier with a new, higher output Electronic
Power Steering system and recalibrated front end geometry. Power-Steering Model. The
fully-independent suspension is fitted with new, nitrogen-charged shock absorbers that feature
5-way pre-load adjustment to match the spring rate to the cargo load. The advanced
engine-braking system minimises free-wheeling with the throttle off and helps control the
vehicle during steep descents. The mounting points for the suspension and final drive brackets
have also been reinforced over the previous generation. The trailer hitch mount has been
changed from a plate type to a receiver type for added user convenience. Ride quality and
manoeuvrability especially over rough terrain has been improved with the addition of nitrogen
charged shock absorbers, featuring 5-way spring preload adjustment all round. The brake pad
material, brake lines, rear brake pedal and lever ratio have all been optimised to provide
excellent feedback and stronger overall braking performance. An override button on the left
handlebar can be used to override the normal speed limiter when stuck in the mud. The new
instrument panel has improved appearance and visibility and now provides service reminders
based on running time or km's. Displays include readouts for speedometer, odometer, twin
tripmeter, hour meter, clock, fuel level, gear position and drive mode. The new LED taillight
provides excellent visibility and draws less electrical current and requires less maintenance
than a conventional bulb taillight. A 35W handlebar-mounted headlight illuminates the path in
the direction the ATV is being steered. Dual 35W headlights with high and low beam are also
part of the new KingQuad's distinctive bodywork. Stylish front bumper maximises protection
from trees, rocks, and debris. With aggressive styling that compliments the KingQuad and a
tough black wrinkle finish, this bumper The all-new 10" LED Light bar mounts conveniently to
the all-new redesigned front bumper A This waterproof LED light will help you light up the
Constructed from heavy duty canvas to maximise durability. Each seat cover is specifically
designed to fit your KingQuad perfectly. The cover is secured in place Two-piece skid-plate set
is built from T6 aircraft quality aluminium plate to bolt in place of stock skid plates.
Custom-fitted Rear A-Arm Set helps to protect arms from dirt and debris using T6 aircraft
quality aluminium. Stylish rear bumper maximises protection from trees, rocks, and debris.
Build and order. A finance experience for your Suzuki lifestyle. Flexible, hassle-free solutions
tailored to your needs. On the road today, financial freedom tomorrow. Protection for every
rider, and every motorcycle. Competitive insurance for your needs on or off-road, at the right
price. Gear up with peace of mind. No matter where you are, no matter when. Roadside
assistance from the people who know you and know your Suzuki. Support for when you need it
the most. The information provided by the finance calculator is indicative only and is not a
formal or binding quote. It is of a general nature which is based on the accuracy of information
you have provided and does not take into account your personal needs and financial
circumstances. Nothing on this website constitutes or should be considered to constitute legal,
taxation or financial advice. Before making a decision about any of the products and services
featured on this website, you should consult with your own independent legal, taxation and
financial advisors, who can advise you about your personal circumstances. Terms, conditions,
fees and charges apply. Please enter your details and enquiry below and a member from our
team will be in contact shortly. We use cookies to provide you the best experience on our
website. By continuing to use this website, you consent to our cookies. You can read more
about this in our Privacy Policy. Ultimate Sport. Adventure Touring. Two Wheel Farm. Two
Wheel Fun. Off Road. Road Off Road. Farm ATV. Fun ATV. Close Panel. Build and Order. The
new edgy and dynamic bodywork surrounds an impressive list of updates to the new King.
Engine-Braking System The advanced engine-braking system minimises free-wheeling with the
throttle off and helps control the vehicle during steep descents. Receiver Type Trailer Hitch The
trailer hitch mount has been changed from a plate type to a receiver type for added user
convenience. Nitrogen Charged Shock Absorbers Ride quality and manoeuvrability especially
over rough terrain has been improved with the addition of nitrogen charged shock absorbers,
featuring 5-way spring preload adjustment all round. Brakes Optimised Braking The brake pad
material, brake lines, rear brake pedal and lever ratio have all been optimised to provide
excellent feedback and stronger
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overall braking performance. Instrumentation Re-designed Instrument Panel The new
instrument panel has improved appearance and visibility and now provides service reminders
based on running time or km's. Rear Lighting LED Taillight The new LED taillight provides
excellent visibility and draws less electrical current and requires less maintenance than a
conventional bulb taillight. KingQuad Front Bumper Stylish front bumper maximises protection
from trees, rocks, and debris. KingQuad Rear Bumper Stylish rear bumper maximises
protection from trees, rocks, and debris. Compare bikes. Highlight differences. Suzuki Care.
Suzuki Finance A finance experience for your Suzuki lifestyle. Find out more. Suzuki Insurance
Protection for every rider, and every motorcycle. Roadside Assistance No matter where you are,
no matter when. Enquiry Please enter your details and enquiry below and a member from our
team will be in contact shortly. Notice: JavaScript is required for this content. Find a dealer.

